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	Title of Best Practice - 50 characters with spaces: Retirement home/Care community of the future
	Description of the best practice: 
	  What is this practice about? This text field allows for 400 characters in 4 lines: A series of five  proposals have been developed as part of a wider project to design and develop a care community of the future which assists senior citizens in the aquisition of digital skills; maintaining their independence and staying at home 

	Issuees Faces  - 365 characters  with spaces- 12 Lines: Project "A": the traveling assistantAn interactive robot guides the elderly to the destination. For example, in an institution, the senior citizen can interrogate the robot to find out where his room is if he does not remember. Thisdevice acts as a travel assistance system and can help make living spaces safer. Beyond the shape ofthe robot, the audience can also be any other connected object.Project B: cartography "I'm here! "identify seniors in isolation. A collaborative mapping tool that locates isolated people based on public data from social services; cross-referenced to refine results enabling public authorities to organize a coordinated response
	Key Objectives - 365 characters with spaces: Project "C": A simplified multiservice interface - poor networking of local resources to combat isolation. a simplifiedinterface (remote control, voice recognition system, interactive cushion) focused on the elderly at home. It provides access to many services via a television:video-conference with relatives, online ordering of products an emergency number, assistance to resolve problems. Project «D»: Support networks and digital mediation to help aleviate boredom, a device that offers several levels of digital support for eseniors living at home. This service is based on young people who act as digital mediators. E: Drop in centres for seniors
	Main results- 365 characters with spaces - 12 Lines: The Remote Care solutions practiced in Vasternorrland that increase service efficiency, user satisfaction was inspirational and demonstrated how win-win service change through digital transformation could be achieved. Seniors who participated felt that these services led to greater security, independence and freedom of choice on their part, PRIORITY OBJECTIVES in the Nièvre!
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